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Abstract: - In general the most suitable choices for improvement of
India is prone to severe earthquakes in the last century. More than
50 % area in the country is considered critical to damaging
earthquakes. There is a country vide attention to the seismic
behavior of existing buildings comparatively existing bridges have
less. However, bridges are extensively important components of the
transportation sector in any country. According to antiquated
building rules, the bulk of Indian bridges were insufficiently
designed to withstand seismic and wind pressures. For short piers,
the design shear capacities (With an aspect ratio of two to three) is
discovered that is should be lesser than the comparable under
flexural shear demand overstrength conditions. There is a lot of
literature

capable of

designing

and

analyzing

the

piers.

Nonetheless, the discussion and study regarding an arrangement
and seismic performance of double-decker bridge metro pier are
not done, a seismic load is applied to a pier 20m height situated in
the zone III. Later the process of analysis is completed employing
STAAD software. An Axial forces, bending moment, shear force,
time period, and the storey displacements are calculated, also the
location of plastic hinge formation is computed.
Keywords- STAAD, Response Spectrum Analysis, Seismic
Responses, Metro.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

NDIA is one of the world's most powerful countries for
earthquakes in the recent century. In fact, more than 50% of
percent area in the country is suffering due to damaging
earthquakes. However, bridges are very important components
of the transportation network for the development of any
country. According to antiquated building rules, the bulk of
Indian bridges were built insufficiently to withstand seismic
and wind pressures. For short piers, the shear capacity of the
design (having an between the aspect ratios of Two to Three)
are found to be lesser in the condition of flexural overstrength,
than the corresponding shear demand.
Apurva Yawale [1] Paper is subjected to Seismic

Vulnerability Assessment of Bridge using plastic hinge
Analysis. In contrast to previous elastic analyses, the nonlinear
pushover analysis has been proposed. Several nonlinear
pushover analysis methods have been developed, with an
emphasis on new approaches. Bridges extend horizontally
with their two ends restricted, which distinguishes them from
structures in terms of dynamic qualities. Mohammad Farhan
and Mohd. Tasleem [2] Plastic hinges are related to this paper.
IRC-6 Codal Provision Design Analysis of Reinforced
Concrete Bridge Pier In most circumstances, the pushover
analysis performance point is somewhere between Life Safety
and Immediate Occupancy. As a result, the Pushover approach
requires that The structure is more than linear yielding.
Because the disparity in demand between Pushover and Codal
is so large, it is advised that non-linear static analysis be used
in Indian Codes. Ashish Gupta [3] Paper indicates that it has
been observed from comparative study that long pier bridge
for MPA in mode 2 is weakest and it shows ductile behavior
in comparison to short pier bridge. The similar behavior has
also been observed by ADRS method. It has been observed
from comparative study that short bridge pier it fails in MPA
in mode 2, it doesn't show ductile behavior as shown by long
bridge pier. It exhibits brittle behavior in comparison to long
pier bridge and similar behavior has been reported by ADRS It
has been observed that bridge with short and long column
shows intermediate displacement and has baser shear. Bridge
with unequal pier shows Unpredictable behavior and base
shear reported is maximum as reported by different methods.
Alessandro Vittorio Bergami, Bruno Briseghella [4] The
approach in this research work maintains the simplicity and
minimal processing effort of a traditional pushover analysis. In
reality, while IMPA necessitates the execution of one
nonlinear static analysis for each loading pattern, IDA
necessitates the execution of numerous nonlinear response
history studies, one for each of the seven ground motions, and
it must be repeated for each intensity level examined.
II. OBJECTIVE OF STUDIES
1. To assess seismic performance and lateral deflections
of ordinary reinforced concrete Metro pier long and
short designed in accordance with Indian regulations.
2. To evaluate various responses of structure such as base
shear, and lateral displacement.
3. To Determine the Plastic Hinge region and deflection
differences.
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4. To determine the deflection check for the wind load as
per IRC Codal provision.
III. METHODS OF ANALYSIS
A. Equivalent Static Analysis Method
The dynamic character of seismic loads must be taken into
account in every designs. However, similar static linear
techniques are insufficient for analyzing simple regular
structures. Most of the low- to medium-rise building codes of
practice allow this. For this approach Dynamic analysis is not
required.; rather, it approximates building dynamics. The
static technique is the easiest because it involves less
processing work and it is based on formulas in the practice
code. The design foundation base shear is determined for the
entire building at first and after then followed by distribution
together with the building's height. The resultant lateral forces
are allocated to the individual's lateral load resisting
equipment at each floor level.
B. Response Spectrum Method
The dynamic linear analysis approach is the response
spectrum method. The highest crest responses shown by the
structure during a natural disaster (earthquake) are directly
calculated from the seismic response (or design) spectrum
using this appropriate method. During earthquake ground
motion, the assumed maximum response SDOF systems with
a particular damping and time period are represented. The
maximum response can be defined in associates of max.
relative velocity or max. relative displacement and is plotted
versus the natural period with no damping and for various
damping levels.

Fig. 1 Elevation of Double Decker Pier with Metro and Flyover

IV. STRUCTURAL MODELING AND ANALYSIS
The Example considered contains seismic analysis of pile
with IRS and IRC code provisions. Pile, Pile cap, and pier till
the level of the flyover are designed with both the codes and.
The pier above the flyover level is designed as per IRS code
specifications. Viaduct levels load are calculated as per IRS
and flyover level loads are calculated as per IRC. The
following data is considered for analysis: Type of Structure –
cantilever double-decker pier, No. of Stories – 2, Zone (Z) –
III, Response reduction factor (R) – 1 for Pile, Pile cap and 3
for Pier, Importance factor (I) – 1.5, Live load – As per IRS
and IRC, Height of Pier – 20m, Soil strata – Hard, Density of
concrete – 25 kN/m3, M-35 for Pile, Pile cap and M40 to M50
for Pier and M55 for Superstructure concrete and FE-500D
steel is used.

Fig. 2 Elevation of Pier and Piles model in STAAD

Fig. 3 3D Elevation of Pier and Piles model in STAAD
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V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The Analytical study of displacement, base shear, and Plastic
Hinge formation in a parametric manner of Plastic Hinge
formation in spectrum analysis for a variety of stories Doubledecker pier is performed here. The resulting conclusions
obtained from the analysis, and are mentioned down below in
the paper.
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It has been observed that Pier with Tall heights says above
20m and in curvature, spans are critical for wind case and
shall satisfy UIC 776.
C. Plastic Hinge Calculations

A. Base shear

Fig.4 Base Shear in Pier

By Response Spectrum Analysis method, base shear in XDirection and Z-Direction are performed. It has been
concluded that the shorter the height of pier base shear will be
more and vice versa. Shear reinforcement shall be provided as
per IRS Seismic code 2020 in confining region and
overstrength shear calculation shall also be performed.
B. Pier deflections

As per IRS Seismic code 2020 – Plastic hinge calculation is
performed at a different level. A plastic Hinge will be formed
at the circular pier base and accordingly ductile reinforcement
shall be provided at the hinge location as per codal provisions.

VI. CONCLUSION
According to above findings, the following are the
conclusions reached.
1. Base shear for the short pier will be more than the tall piers
and accordingly shear reinforcement requirement will be
more.
2. The lateral deflection in the long pier with curved spans
will be more and the shape and size of the pier required
may be different
3. The emergence (formation) of Plastic hinge will be present
at the base (bottom) of the circular pier and for that
accordingly, reinforcement shall be provided satisfying the
seismic code
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